Wednesday, May 22

16:30–16:45 Welcome Speech and Opening of Climate Action Festival
   Majestic Spiegeltent

16:30 Start of Climate Action Exhibition I
   Strohboid Event Tent

16:45–17:30 Climate Neighbourhoods VIP Talk
   Majestic Spiegeltent

17:30–21:00 Art Campaign „Messages to Chile“
   Outdoors on Universitätsplatz

17:30 Start of Climate Action Exhibition II
   Majestic Spiegeltent

17:30–21:00 Dinner prepared from saved Food
   Majestic Spiegeltent

20:30–21:00 Closing of „Messages to Chile“
   Outdoors on Universitätsplatz

21:00–23:00 Get on the Dancefloor and move your Body to the Sound of „Balla Balla“
   Majestic Spiegeltent

24:00 End of Climate Action Festival